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Setting: The Cataract Gorge Reserve (the Gorge) is a public park set in a dramatic natural amphitheatre to the west 

of the city centre of Launceston, in Tasmania’s north. Intersected by the South Esk River, the Gorge is 

surrounded by native bush and the residential suburbs of Trevallyn and West Launceston .

Description: The overall Cataract Gorge precinct is an example of a Victorian pleasure ground with related features 

including walkways, shelters, lookouts and recreational facilities set amongst natural bushland and dramatic 

riverine scenery (see comparative analysis section). It is characterised by a contrast between the wild and 

the manmade,  natural vegetation and exotic. There are six distinct precincts within the Gorge (GHD, 2008) 
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which are within the boundary of this registration:

 

1. The Main Walk (Cataract Walkway);

 

2. The Cliff Grounds;

 

3. The river area;

 

4. First Basin;

 

5. The Duck Reach Track; and

 

6. The Zigzag Track.

 

The structures, archaeological and landscape values, and wider settings of the Cataract Gorge that are 

included in this registration are shown in the associated boundary plan.

 

Precinct 1: The Main Walk (Cataract Walkway)

This walkway is of high historical significance as the earliest development work by the Launceston City and 

Suburbs Improvement Association, as a demonstration of the notions of the Victorian pleasure grounds 

movement and as an access way to the Cliff Grounds and First Basin from the late nineteenth century . It is 

also highly significant for its technical achievement, rarity as an intact late-nineteenth-century path and 

association with the Improvement Association. It originally included several huts, ladders and steps leading 

down to the river, and lifebuoys to guard against drowning. Of the original huts, only the Duchess Hut 

remains, as do disused brackets, supports and other infrastructure. Many exotic species have been planted 

above the walkway (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F10).

 

There are eight key elements within this precinct which individually are of varying significance (see 

statement of significance) but collectively contribute to the wider setting of the Gorge:

 

1. Caretaker’s Cottage: This timber building is perched above the South Esk River, adjacent to Kings Bridge, 

and is highly significant historically for its association with the early development of the Main Cataract 

Walkway. It is highly significant for its representation of the Arts and Craft style of architecture and for its 

association with architect Alexander North. It was originally constructed in 1890 and restored c1981. The 

extent of surviving original fabric is unclear. The building comprises a corrugated iron roof, exposed rafter 

tails with brackets and battened flying gables. A timber balcony addresses the river elevation. It is an 

important landmark on the South Esk, and for Launceston (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F3).

 

2. Duchess Hut/Bark Hut: Built in 1927, this shelter is highly significant historically for its association with 

the development of the Main Cataract Walkway, for its rarity as vernacular architecture, technical 

achievement for its use of concrete to simulate wood and association with designer William McGowan 

senior. It features a timber roof and roof frame on concrete uprights, representing trees and branches. The 

extant structure replaced an earlier wooden hut ( ‘Public reception’ 1927) (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 

F4).

 

3. Toll House: The original structure on this site was designed by architect Alexander North in the 

Federation Arts and Crafts style, and built in 1891. While the extant 1981 building emulates the demolished 

original, it has only moderate-low historical value and a low degree of association with architect Alexander 

North.  The building features a central enclosed portion 1.5 metres square of diagonal weatherboards, with a 

door at the rear and three matching four-sashed windows. It is surrounded by a 1-metre-wide veranda 

supported on poles with moulding at the top and base. The veranda poles meet wooden posts which support 

the frame of the iron roof with its decorative edges. It is an important marker to the entrance to Cataract 

Gorge, and a landmark on Trevallyn Road (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F2).

 

4. Entrance Shelter and exotic plant garden: The entrance shelter was possibly built in 1914 ( ‘The reserves’ 

1914), although Servant suggests c1911 (GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F1). The structure and exotic plant 

garden is of low-moderate significance.

 

5. The Crows Nest/Viewing Area no.2: This viewing area dates back to c1893. Originally, it included a 

‘rustic’, bark-roofed hut on a raised viewing platform. A concrete floor was added in 1930 (‘Gorge 

improvements’1930). Now only the viewing platform and steps remain. The site is highly significant for its 

association with the formation of the Cataract Walkway and as a place important to the community for its 

recreational value, to which many historical images bear testament. Now closed to the public, it contributes 

to the wider setting (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F7).

 

6. Crusoe Hut/Viewing Area no.3: In 1893, this site housed the Crusoe Hut, but today comprises a viewing 

platform overlooking the Basin and Alexandra Suspension Bridge. A natural rock outcrop has been 
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incorporated into the area to provide seating. This site provides important views across the Gorge, and is 

highly significant for its association with the early formation of the Main Cataract Walkway by the 

Launceston City and Suburbs Improvement Association (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F8).

 

7. Picnic Rock: The Picnic Rock is a large, flat rock adjacent to the site of the Duchess Hut. It is highly 

significant historically as the traditional landing place for people on boats before the Cataract Gorge was 

developed (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F9).

 

8. Viewing Area no.1: This viewing area (c1891) forms part of the 1890–94 walkway to the Cliff Grounds. The 

site includes remains of old pathways and a lookout with iron railing around the viewing platform. It is highly 

significant for its association with the early formation of the Main Cataract Walkway , and contributes to the 

wider setting (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG1 F6).

 

Precinct 2: The Cliff Grounds

The Cliff Grounds are parkland located to the north-east of the First Basin. Planted in an era when 'nature 

had to be improved', exotic conifers dominate the area, 'introducing a very European note to the surrounding 

still largely Indigenous vegetated natural scene beyond the "improved" surrounds of the Cliff Grounds' 

(Sheridan 2004, vol.2, pp.41 and 48). The very tall conifers almost at the centre of the park space give 'a 

feeling of being in a Central European pine forest ... There are spaces of vertical light and shade which 

interconnect in a way seldom able to be experienced in Australia . The space holds a degree of magic to it, 

especially as it is juxtaposed against a space to its immediate north which is quite open and almost free of 

large trees ....' (Sheridan 2004, vol.2, p45). The Cliff Grounds offer a 'selection of quite discrete spaces, each 

quite different and with its own characteristics. Garden historian Gwenda Sheridan notes that the space in 

front of restaurant, with the bandstand, mature trees and peacocks, is 'particularly reminiscent of a 

nineteenth century park space, complete with tree exotica and bird life exotica', the only space of its kind in 

Tasmania (Sheridan 2004, vol.2, p.45). A striking contrast between the colours of the native flora and the 

darker greens of exotic conifers, forest or woodland trees and shrubs is a feature of the Cliff Grounds . The 

diversity of vegetation, architectural features, tracks and lookouts is charateristic of the Victorian-era 

pleasure ground created in the late nineteenth-century. There are nine key elements within this precinct 

which individually are of varying significance (see statement of significance) but collectively contribute to the 

wider setting of the Gorge:

 

1. Band Rotunda: The first band rotunda at the Cliff Grounds was built in 1896, but quickly demolished 

because it was too close to the ‘deafening roar’ of the water (‘Cataract Cliff Grounds’ 1896). The current 

structure, built c1900, is an octagonal timber structure with onion shaped dome, constructed of metal 

sheeting and lead sheathing as flashing. The dome is supported by paired support posts with fret work; the 

lower part of the verandah is infilled with vertical boards. The ceiling and floor are lined with timber. The Band 

Rotunda is highly significant historically for demonstrating the notions of the Victorian pleasure ground 

movement and for its social value as a community landmark. It is moderately significant for its association 

with the Committee of the Ladies of Launceston who funded it and with its architect HN Taylor (GHD, 

Appendix J, item CG2 F3).

 

2. Tea Rooms: This substantial building erected 1898–99 is highly significant historically for demonstrating 

the intent of the Victorian pleasure ground and for its association with designer Charles St John David . It is 

of moderate value for its representation of the Victorian Arts and Crafts style of architecture . It is of vertical 

timber construction with diagonal exterior wall panels and verandah. The building appears to have been 

constructed over several phases, with renovations in the 1940s and in 1954 (GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 

F1). The first floor is furnished with a shingled treatment to the exterior. The building is surrounded by 

plantings which add to the wider setting.

 

3. Fairy Dell: This site has historically been used as a children’s playground terraced with stone steps at the 

northern end. Two survey markers, in polished granite, are located on the site. Exotic plantings in this area 

include cordyline, daffodils, rhododendrons and deciduous trees. It is highly significant historically through 

demonstrating the development of Victorian pleasure gardens at the Cliff Grounds , and has a moderately 

significant association with the Launceston City and Suburbs Improvement Association (see GHD, Appendix 

J, item CG2 F4).

 

4. Tree Hut: Built in 1928, this ferro-cement shelter with uprights in the shape of tree trunks is highly 

significant historically for its association with the development of the Main Cataract Walkway , for its rarity as 

vernacular architecture, technical achievement for its use of concrete to simulate wood and association with 

designer William McGowan senior. An HJ King photo suggests that its original roof was of bark or timber 

slabs, not the concrete in place in 2016 (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F8).

 

5. Eagles Eyrie: This comprises two lookouts, both using dolerite to form paths and edgings and both having 

substantial views across the First Basin. Post-dating the work of the Launceston City and Suburbs 

Improvement Association, it was established in 1909 and named because of its lofty position as the highest 

lookout in the Cataract Gorge Reserve. It is of highly significant because of its association with the 
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development of the Cataract Gorge Reserve and its social value to the community (see GHD, Appendix J, 

item CG2 F6).

 

6. Daffodil Walk: The Daffodil walk is an area of paths which is highly significant historically for its 

association with the development of Victorian pleasure gardens at the Cliff Grounds . It has a moderate 

social significance because of its recreational use by the community and for its aesthetic qualities. It was 

constructed of dolerite rubble, benched and built up on grassed slopes. In spring the beds are covered in 

daffodils, although when these were first planted is uncertain. There are also mature rhododendrons adjacent 

to the Daffodil Walk (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F7).

 

7. Alexandra Lookout: Built in 1900, this lookout originally featured a ‘rustic hut’ with seats like the one on 

the Crows Nest. In 2016, the lookout features metal posts and timber decking. The approach to the lookout 

includes sections of track built up with dry stonewalling, metal handrails, a concrete bridge and stone rubble 

steps with concrete capping. The last steps are wooden set in concrete, with a section of cemented dolerite 

steps. It is highly significant historically for demonstrating the development of the Cataract Gorge as a 

Victorian pleasure ground, and is highly significant socially as a place of recreational use and because of 

the aesthetic values attached to the views it provides (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F10).

 

8. Cataract Lookout: This roughly rectangular platform of earth c1909 was apparently levelled by blasting 

and is approached from a natural track with some edging of dolerite and rough dolerite steps. The platform 

measures 6.3 x 3.5 metres, with an outer edge of rough dolerite and concrete with a poor finish. The guard 

rail is of narrow pipe and chain mesh. It is highly significant historically for demonstrating the development of 

the Cataract Gorge as a Victorian pleasure ground, and is highly significant socially as a place of 

recreational use and because of the aesthetic values attached to the views it provides (see GHD, Appendix 

J, item CG2 F9).

 

9. Wishing Well: Built in 1952, this stone-walled wishing well features dressed sandstone blocks with four 

tapered wrought iron arms above forming a dome. It is of moderate social and historical significance as a 

demonstration of mid-twentieth-century fund raising for charity and for its association with the Launceston 

Junior Chamber of Commerce, who erected it (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F2).

 

10. River Path and foundations: The function of this ruined track is unknown. Built c1890, it has dolerite 

steps capped with concrete, an arched concrete bridge, and is edged by upright dolerite stones. The lower 

steps lead to concrete footings, which may denote the foundations of a toilet or boatshed. Exotic trees are 

planted around the foundations. The path and foundations are highly significant historically for demonstrating 

the development of the Cataract Gorge as a Victorian pleasure ground and have moderate research potential 

(see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F11).

 

11. Cliff Grounds Path: This network of small paths and tracks, some overgrown, are largely a natural 

surface, with some stone steps and edging and surrounded by largely native vegetation. It is highly 

significant historically for demonstrating the history and development of the Cataract Gorge Reserve and has 

a high degree of research potential (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F13).

 

12. Tea Room Garages: These rectangular garages were built in c1930 are of negligible significance. The 

east one has a concreted dolerite rubble foundation, a concrete slab on top, corrugated iron roof and 

roll-a-door. The west garage has a solid concrete foundation, corrugated iron roof and double vertical tongue 

in groove doors with a metal frame (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG2 F5).

 

Precinct 3: The river area

There are five key elements within this precinct which individually are of varying significance (see statement 

of significance) but collectively contribute to the wider setting of the Gorge:

 

1. Alexandra Suspension Bridge: The original bridge was constructed in 1904 and underwent two 

reconstructions in 1934 and 2003. In 2016, the bridge has a wooden deck spanning 46 metres. Abutments 

of concrete and stone with metal towers provide support for cables. Despite the reconstructions, the bridge 

remains highly significant for its historical value, demonstrating the early development of the Cataract Gorge 

as a Victorian pleasure ground, as a rare example of a large-scale suspension bridge from the early 

twentieth century and for the technical achievement of building such a large span. It is also highly significant 

socially as a place of recreational use, community enjoyment and for the aesthetic qualities associated with 

the views it provides Basin (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG3 F3).

 

2. Weir (aka Ritchie’s Dam) and flume for Walker and Sibbald’s Bourke Street flour mill (later Ritchie’s mill): 

These remains date from 1836-1928 and are all highly significant historically. The weir is constructed of 

concrete and dolerite block with no clear coursing and a convex concrete capped top. Rebuilt several times 

due to damage by flooding, it is representative of construction work from different eras ; a demonstration of 

early flour milling technology and indicative of Launceston’s early water supply . From 1836 until 1857 the 

flume attached to the weir was Launceston’s principal water supply . Beyond its industrial and water supply 
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functions, the flume remains are highly significant historically because they were used as a walkway into 

the Gorge and for fishing for eels (Cassidy 2007, pp.133–34), and because leakage from it provided a feature 

known as ‘The Waterfall’, which contributed to the sense of the Gorge as a romantic aquatic grotto (see 

Button 1883, p.17) (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG3 F4).

 

3. John Walker’s c1833-1835 flour mill site: This site is of archaeological potential as remains of the 

c1833-1835 small, wooden mill located on the southern side of the South Esk River eight metres above the 

high water mark may exist. The mill was nine metres long by five metres wide, nine metres high and driven 

by a waterwheel (Cassidy 2007, pp.128–29). The site is considered to be highly significant as it may contain 

the remains of structures, surfaces and deposits associated with an early Tasmanian flour milling enterprise .

 

4. Wooden jetty site c1830-1863: This site was the location for a wooden jetty, used for the South Esk River 

punts and ferry service. The only visible remains of the ferry and punt service are the rusting eyebolts of 

landings on both sides of the entrance to the Gorge (Johnson 2007a, pp.223–25). It is possible its 

archaeological potential was disturbed/destroyed by the construction of the first Kings Bridge span in 1863 

or the second span in 1903, however, potential for archaeological remains may exist. It is considered to be 

of moderate to high historical significance and low research potential.

 

5. Middle and Top Weirs: These weirs crossing the South Esk River above First Basin have bases of large 

dolerite boulders, an upper section of smaller stones and a top capped with concrete. Both weirs have a 

spillway and were constructed c1956 after the establishment of the Trevallyn Dam to maintain water levels in 

First Basin (GHD, Appendix J, item CG3 F1 and F2). They are of medium historical significance.

 

Precinct 4: First Basin

First Basin is a significant recreational landscape with a high level of community attachment. The swimming 

facilities hold particular importance as ‘Launceston’s beach’ . There are 10 key elements within this precinct 

which individually are of varying significance (see statement of significance) but collectively contribute to the 

wider setting of the Gorge.

 

1. Washermen’s Huts: Part of the site now occupied by the First Basin swimming pool may contain 

archaeological remains from the multiple washermen’s huts known to exist there in the period 1830s–1880s. 

As utilitarian structures, these have largely escaped the written record, and may have associated 

sub-surface remains. Some landscaping and the construction of the pool may have disturbed/destroyed the 

archaeological potential of the site, but these are considered to be highly significant.

 

2. Native Gardens at First Basin: Little is known about the development of these gardens and paths, which 

date back to c1930s and inform the development of the Gorge as a recreational area. Potentially of high 

significance ‘as an illustration of garden design and philosophy in the 1930s, reflecting changing attitudes to 

the natural environment and native plants’, and potentially of high research value for the same reason (GHD, 

Appendix J, item CG4 F13).

 

3. Swimming Pool and playground: In 1936 a children’s swimming pool was constructed by building a 

concrete wall across the mouth of a shallow depression running down to the edge of the water at First 

Basin. Lawns were sown around the First Basin Pool and a rustic shelter shed built near it. The pool was 

enlarged to Olympic size after World War Two, and altered again in 1937 and 1950. The pool is highly 

significant historically in demonstrating the changing uses of Cataract Gorge through the twentieth century, 

and of high social significance as a place of recreational use and community enjoyment (see GHD, 

Appendix J, item CG4 F1).

 

4. Giants Grave Track: This short, rough track climbs to a lookout point at the top of the hill known as the 

Giants Grave from which views of First Basin are obtained. This is of high historical significance because it 

demonstrates the early development of the Cataract Gorge Reserve (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F 11).

 

5. Basin Caretaker’s Cottage: Built in c1925, this weatherboard and strapped cement sheet cottage has one 

casement windows alcove, two chimneys and a gate underneath with an aluminium door. It is of moderate 

historical significance (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F3).

 

6. Change Sheds: These two 1930s change sheds, built to provide amenities with the introduction of the 

swimming pool, are made of dolerite blocks and concrete. Change Shed 1 is of moderate historical 

significance for its association with the 1930s development of First Basin and as a demonstration of early 

recreational infrastructure incorporated into the face of the cliff . It also has moderate social value. Change 

Shed 2 is of low significance (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F9 and 10).

 

7. Bowen Elm Tree: This was planted in 1905 by original Cliff Grounds operators William and Bessie Bowen 

to celebrate the birth of their triplets in 1905. It is supposedly one of many elms planted by them, and is 

perhaps the only one to survive the 1929 flood (JEL Bowen 1935) and as such is of moderate–high 

significance. A plaque commemorates its origins (GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F8).
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8. Drinking Fountain: This is a 1935 replacement of an earlier drinking fountain.  It is constructed from cast 

iron embossed with the makers’ name ‘TYLORS’. The fountain is of low significance (see GHD, Appendix J, 

item CG4 F7). This item of moveable heritage has been removed for restoration.

 

9. Shelter Shed (1940): Built in 1940 from stone on site, with a concrete roof, this shed was designed to 

serve as a luncheon room for picnic parties ( ‘New beauty spot’ 1940). The picnic tables are now missing and 

its current condition is described as moderate/fair. Of low to moderate significance for demonstrating the 

1930s development of First Basin and vernacular construction technique utilising local materials, the shed 

was recently renovated to allow more light (GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F2).

 

10. The Gully Paddock (Lobs Hole): This natural feature delineates the former course of the South Esk River 

from the First Basin around the southern side of Giants Grave. It is a ‘gully with relatively gentle floor and an 

ephemeral creek’ (GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F12), containing exotic plants, the possible remains of a 

fence and a possible hut foundation. The abode of the ex-convict ‘Cranky Man’ Eli Hornby was in Lobs Hole 

(‘An obituary’ 1874), as discussed in the History section. The area has a moderate degree of historic 

significance because of its association with nineteenth-century habitation of the Cataract Gorge.

 

11. The Basin Kiosk (1960): This is considered to be of low to moderate significance (see GHD, Appendix J, 

item CG4 F4).

 

12. The pump sheds: Two concrete sheds contemporary with the swimming pool but considered to be of low 

historical significance (see GHD, Appendix J, item CG4 F5).

 

Precinct 5: The Duck Reach Track

This track, originally constructed in 1905, connects the Alexandra Suspension Bridge with the Second 

Basin and the Duck Reach Power Station. The northernmost section closest to the Alexandra Bridge is a 

benched track around 190 metres long with some dry stone walling, metal flat iron posts, metal horizontal 

pipes, concrete or modern half terracotta pipe gutters and some bridging. From about 190 metres to Duck 

Reach the track is much rougher, with old stone edged culverts, steps and bridges (GHD, Appendix J, item 

CG6 F1). The path is highly significant historically for its association with the development of the Cataract 

Gorge Reserve and for its social value as a recreational path affording beautiful viewscapes across the Gorge 

and into Duck Reach. 

 

Precinct 6: The Zigzag Track

This historic dirt path constructed in 1885 with exposed dolerite boundaries is located above the south bank 

of the Cataract Gorge, between the Basin and Kings Bridge. It is highly significant since, with the exception 

of the Bowens’ refreshment tent, it was the first recreational feature built and gave access to the southern 

side of the river gorge. Over time, the track has been re-aligned, but it retains its high social value ‘afforded 

by the community for its opportunities for exercise and recreation; and as a place which has largely retained 

much of its natural elements and setting, including topography, geology and vegetation, in close proximity to 

the city centre’ (GHD, Appendix J, item CG5 F1).

 

Several lookouts with an earth and/or concrete base and wire mesh fencing exist on this track, and these 

are likely to be traditional viewpoints. The first major lookout reached on the Zigzag Track from the Kings 

Bridge end is located at the top of a steep set of steps and appears to have been established as part of the 

original track in 1885, (‘Dolphin’ 1885) and is highly significant. In 2003 the Launceston City Council turned 

an ‘informal’ lookout point on the Zigzag Track near the end of Quarry Road into a formal viewing platform .

 

Elements of little or no heritage significance : The First Basin carpark; the Cliff Grounds carpark; the 

Chairlift; Inclinator; all kitchen and wet area fit-outs, including bars, bathrooms and laundry areas; all building 

service installations including heating, ventilation and air-conditioning, hydraulic and electric fittings, and 

existing service lines; playground equipment, art installations and interpretation panels.

Comparative analysis: pleasure grounds

The nineteenth-century pleasure ground or pleasure garden reflected elements of the ‘Gardenesque’ style 

which ‘involved using trees with unusual textures and shapes as features, rockeries, all manner of garden 

annuals in colourful displays’. The pleasure ground landscape served as a ‘city park, botanic or zoological 

garden but also was stylistically expressed with arrays of entertainment features such as bandstands, 

rotundas, fountains and menageries’ (Ramsay 2007, p.13). Landscape architecture expert Juliet Ramsay 

lists fourteen Australian pleasure grounds, ranging in style from the 1816 Royal Botanic Gardens in Sydney 

to the 1960s–70s development of Commonwealth Park in Canberra (Ramsay 2007, pp.2–6). Tasmania has 

only three: the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens (THR#2927) in Hobart; City Park (THR#4090) in 

Launceston; and Cataract Gorge.

The Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens (RTBG) in Hobart is a collection of plantings, buildings and 

landscape features on a waterfront setting. The Gardens have cast iron entrance gates, fire-heated brick 

walls and archway, a Gatehouse and a superintendent’s building. The RTBG were established in 1818, 

much earlier than the Cataract Gorge Reserve. While the RTBG fulfils similar functions to the Cataract 
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Gorge as a place of recreation and celebration, the highly designed and maintained gardens and expansive 

lawns of the RTBG stand in steep contrast to the bush setting and dramatic natural riverine landscape of the 

Gorge. City Park was developed by the Launceston City Council prior to and in tandem with the Cataract 

Gorge Reserve. Like the Gorge, it features gardens, plantings of historical and heritage significance, a band 

rotunda, a drinking fountain and other monuments, as well as a conservatory, animal enclosure and cast 

iron gates, but City Park has no ‘wild’ natural features. While centres such as Adelaide, Hobart, Canberra 

and Perth have extensive parks near their city centre, no other Tasmanian or Australian city has a white 

water river gorge reserve within a ten-minute walk of its central business district.

Of the fourteen pleasure grounds noted by Ramsay, only Cataract Gorge, City Park in Launceston, Belmore 

Park in Goulburn, Machattie Park in Bathurst and Waring Gardens in Deniliquin qualify as Victorian pleasure 

grounds (Ramsay 2007, pp.2 and 3). Ramsay describes Cataract Gorge as a ‘Picturesque’ Victorian 

pleasure ground that is, reflecting ‘any landscape that creates a picture. The term Picturesque was used in 

the nineteenth century to describe gardens which were ‘combined with exaggerated architecture often a 

‘gothic’ style with tower features to create ‘eye stoppers’ or focal points . Ruins and rustic features provide 

textural effects.’ (Ramsay 2007, pp.3 and 13).

The Tasmanian centre with a comparable natural feature at its heart is the much smaller town of Waratah , 

which was the subject of rail excursion tours in the 1880s and 1890s. Although Waratah Falls and the 

Waratah River Gorge are within a few metres of Smith Street/Main Street, the latter contained a mining plant 

and was never developed in the same manner. The much smaller Fern Glade and Burnie Park at Burnie 

were similarly developed around natural streams from 1917 and 1927 respectively (Pink, pp.146–47), as 

were the Gutteridge Gardens at Wynyard during the 1930s. Of a similar size to these was the People’s Park 

at Strahan, described in 1908 as ‘the playground of the West’, a 70-acre ‘pleasure resort’ with ‘wild bush 

scenery unsurpassed in picturesque grandeur anywhere in the Commonwealth’ and containing a 

‘never-failing stream’ stocked with trout (Ware, pp.20, 31 and photo caption at back). While none of these 

Tasmanian examples were or are Victorian pleasure grounds with the same array of features as the Cataract 

Gorge, they all resulted from the work of tourist and improvement associations which took their cue from the 

Launceston City and Suburbs Improvement Association, developer of the Cataract Gorge Reserve.

In terms of individual features within the Gorge Reserve, the Alexandra Suspension Bridge was one of many 

of that type built before or not long after 1904. Such pedestrian suspension bridges were common on tracks 

on the western mining fields, examples being the Murchison River Bridge on the Mole Creek Track (1898) 

and the Frankland River Bridge on the track from Roger River to Balfour (1910). The former had a span of 180 

feet (Zeehan and Dundas Herald 23 May 1900, p.4), compared to 150 feet for the Alexandra Suspension 

Bridge, the total length of which was 220 feet (Examiner 30 November 1904, p.6).  However, none of these 

bridges on the mining fields has survived or been replaced. Comparable modern pedestrian suspension 

bridges are common on Tasmanian walking tracks today, examples being those across the Narcissus River 

on the Overland Track and across Douglas Creek on the Arm River Track .

The ‘rustic’ huts or summer houses built in the Cataract Gorge Reserve 1890s-c1905 had counterparts in 

the private huts built on the slopes of Mount Wellington from the 1880s. Summer houses were a feature of 

William Robinson’s philosophy for gardens. Band rotunda were a common feature of parks in the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries, reflecting the part of music in the conducting of a pleasure ground or recreational 

facility.

History: In 1804 William Collins led a party of Europeans by boat into the South Esk. His written account of ‘the 

beauty of the scene … probably not surpassed in the world’, is the earliest known record of European 

activity on the site (William Collins; cited by Deeth 1991, p.19).  From this point forward, the Gorge has 

been both appreciated for its beauty and splendour, and an energy source to support development of 

agricultural and industrial pursuits of the infant city.

 

Early exploitation for fresh water and by industry

An 1820 survey which investigated using water from the Cataract Gorge and the North Esk River as a 

fresh-water supply for Launceston was perhaps the catalyst for early farming and industrialisation of the 

Gorge and its surrounding areas.  From the 1820s breweries tapped the Cataract Gorge, and in 1825 the 

carting of water from the First Basin was recorded. William Barnes senior’s Port Dalrymple Brewery and 

John Fawns’ Cornwall Brewery were among those which conveyed fresh water out of the Gorge either by 

race or by punt (Richards 2007, pp.144–47). By 1831, the Gorge’s fresh water rapids were being used to 

launder clothes, an activity which seems to have continued for at least half a century. In 1848, for example, 

two washermen living at the Basin, Wright and Wagstaff, were inundated during heavy flooding. Wright was 

described as having had several huts, including stable, washhouse and a garden at the site ( ‘The floods’ 

1848). In 1881 the Mercury reported on a washerman for the Brisbane Hotel who lived in a ‘rude hut’ at the 

First Basin, delivering the laundered linen to the hotel by horse. He kept a boat with which he supplemented 

his income by ferrying visitors across the Basin ( ‘Rambles round Launceston’ 1881).

 

During this period, the Gorge also played a part in the development of agricultural industries in the region. In 

the years 1833–35 John Walker operated a flour mill on a large flat rock 8 metres above the high water mark 

on the southern side of the Gorge near the Giants Grave (Cassidy 2007, pp.128–29). Water was brought to 

the site by a wooden flume 650 metres long. In 1835 Walker and Andrew Sibbald built a flour mill on the 

southern side of the Gorge near the site of the later Kings Bridge, but in 1836 they settled on a mill site at 

the end of Bourke Street. The flume that supplied the earlier mills in the Gorge was extended to Bourke 
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Street, and from 1836 to 1857 this also served as Launceston’s principal water supply (Cassidy 2007, 

pp.132–33). In 1876 the mill was sold to John Ritchie, and today the complex on that site is known as 

Ritchie’s Mill.

 

The Gorge was the subject of several proposed Launceston water supply schemes in the years between the 

failure of the Evandale-Launceston Water Scheme (1836–38) and the successful St Patricks River scheme 

(1857). The first proposal, involving a dam, was abandoned following community objection to destroying the 

Gorge's natural beauty, and the others were defeated by their impracticality (Morris- Nunn and Tassell 1982, 

pp.330, 333 and 334).

 

Cataract Gorge as a place of habitation

The Gorge was also inhabited. Launceston’s wild environs sheltered bushrangers and others who lived on 

the edge of society. In 1833 a cave serving as a camp for outlaws was discovered ‘on the steep sides of the 

Cataract River’ (‘Bushrangers’ 1833). Perhaps the same cave served ‘the Cranky Man’, ‘the Rock King’ or 

‘Eli the Prophet’, the apparently insane ex-convict Eli Hornby, who lived in a cave near the First Basin in the 

1840s following the completion of his sentence ( ‘Mental delusion’ 1844; ‘Police report’ 1844; ‘Police report’ 

1845). The Crusoe Hut and the other ‘rustic huts’ later built as part of the Cataract Gorge pleasure ground 

concept had a less sentimental predecessor in the natural shelters which housed Hornby and others.

 

Aesthetic appreciation and recreation

Despite the link with growing industries in the area, the Gorge remained a place of recreation and artistic 

pursuits. Nineteenth-century painters and sketchers inspired by the beauty of the Gorge included John W 

Lewin (‘The First Cataract, Launceston’, 1809), John Glover (‘Cataract on the South Esk River Near 

Launceston, Van Diemen’s Land’, 1831); TE Chapman (Sheridan 2004, vol.2, p.41, 1840); John Skinner 

Prout (Sheridan, 1844); Charles Edward Stanley (Sheridan, 1847); Bishop Francis Nixon (‘The Cataract, 

Launceston’, 1849); Eugene von Gladstone (Sheridan, 1847); Gladstone Eyre (‘The First Basin’, 1890s); 

Hugh Ramsay (‘The Gorge’, c1897), and in the early 1900s, William Piguenit ( ‘An Autumn Sunset—the 

River Tamar from Cataract Hill’). From the 1860s the painters were joined by photographers, and the Gorge 

became the ‘spiritual home’ and training ground of Launceston nature photographers (Haygarth 2008, p.5). 

Prolific photographers of the Gorge included Alfred Abbott , William Cawston, Samuel Clifford, Henry Hall 

Baily and Joshua Anson followed (Hamilton 2007, p.170).

 

Development of the Cataract Gorge as a pleasure ground and tourism destination

A formal approach to tourism in the Gorge began in the 1880s. In December 1884 William and Bessie 

(Sarah Elizabeth) Bowen leased an area at First Basin from which Bessie operated tea rooms and William 

rowed visitors across from the First Basin (‘The First Basin’ 1884; ‘The First Basin’ 1885; ‘Obituary: Mrs W 

Bowen’ 1941). Shortly after, in 1885, the Launceston Municipal Council constructed the Zigzag Track from 

Paterson Street to the First Basin, probably formalising an existing route along the southern side of the 

Gorge (‘Arcate’ 1886).

 

With increasing interest and appreciation for this natural environment on the city fringe, Tasmania’s first 

tourism body, the Launceston City and Suburbs Improvement Association (LCSIA), was established in 1889 

with the purpose of beautifying Launceston in order that tourists disembarking at that port would be enticed 

to remain a few days before travelling to Hobart. The focus of its work was the Cataract Gorge (Morris 1974, 

p.18). The LCSIA established the Cataract Walkway in 1890–94, including the Crusoe Hut and the Crows 

Nest viewing areas; planted trees along the northern bank of the Gorge from Kings Bridge; established the 

caretaker’s residence; and created the Cliff Grounds with its ornamental plantings, bandstand and 

refreshment area (De Gryse, and Hepper Marriott Tasmania 1996, p.3). Plantings at the Cliff Grounds 

included donations from Francis Abbott, Superintendent of the (now Royal) Tasmanian Botanical Gardens 

(LCSIA minutes 7 January 1890, 1 May 1891 and 5 June 1891); Fred Back of the Tasmanian Government 

Railways (3 October 1890); Launceston nurseryman Frank Walker (6 November 1891); Margaret Ritchie, 

wife of LCSIA Chairman William Ritchie (3 June 1892); Riddells Creek, Victoria, nurseryman John Smith 

('Horticultural' 1892); and Mount Bischoff Tin Mine Manager Ferd Kayer (2 June 1893). All this work was 

conducted on land owned by William Barnes, with the area of the Cataract Walkway from Kings Bridge to 

the site of the later suspension bridge being formally leased from him for a peppercorn rental in February 

1894 (Lease 596, vol.91 folio 65).

 

LCSIA’s honorary engineer, English-born Harry Norton (HN) Taylor, was the first landscaper and architect. 

The tree ferns which made up the walls of the 1893 Crusoe Hut summer house were sourced from Taylor’s 

farm at Lilydale, while the thatched roof was made from reeds taken from the South Esk River. When built it 

was said to be ‘the only one of its kind in the colonies’ (‘The Cataract Cliff Grounds’ 1893). Taylor also 

designed the Band Rotunda.

 

Despite community fundraising and a charge for entry to the park, the LCSIA was in considerable debt by 

1897 (Deeth 1991, p.49). In March 1898 the Launceston City Council relieved this financial embarassment 

by finally buying the four-acre Cliff Grounds from Barnes (Transfer 16520, vol.106, folio 73) as well as the 

LCSIA's 18-acre Cataract Walkway lease (vol. 91, folio 65). The two purchases cost the Council £1983. It 
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placed Superintendent of Reserves William McGowan Senior in charge of works and reduced the toll to one 

penny, prompting an increae in visitors. Subsequently it bought the Cliff Grounds and adjoining land to the 

Gorge Reserve and insulated it from urban development (Launceston City Council 1989, attachment 3).

 

The Victorian pleasure garden around Cataract Gorge began to take shape . In 1904 the Alexandra 

Suspension Bridge was opened in commemoration of the 1902 coronation of Queen Alexandra, wife of King 

Edward VII (‘Alexandra Bridge’ 1903). The South Esk Trail was constructed along the southern side of the 

river upstream from the bridge in 1905. At its opening, dignitaries were entertained at a new picnic ground 

half a mile from the Alexandra Suspension Bridge. Beams and trestles for the bridges on the new trail were 

made from old railway iron, and hardwood was used for the decking ( ‘New Gorge path’ 1905). Belmore Park 

in Goulburn, Machattie Park in Bathurst, Waring Gardens in Deniliquin and City Park in Launceston are the 

only other Australian examples of a Victorian pleasure ground (Ramsay 2007).

 

Refurbishment in the post-Great Depression era

Following the disastrous 1929 flood which all but destroyed the Alexandra Bridge and other infrastructure , 

there was a period of refurbishment. These improvements, under the supervision and influence of William 

McGowan senior were conducted in the fervour of recovery from the Great Depression, driven by the need for 

unemployment relief and a spirit of enterprise conquering adversity. The Alexandra Bridge was rebuilt in 1934 

and the Crows Nest Lookout on the Cataract Walkway was refurbished .

 

It was also during this period that a new breed of ‘rustic hut’ appeared , fashioned from concrete with the 

appearance of wood and thought to be ‘fire-proof’. Two huts remain, both designed by McGowan senior and 

built by his son, William McGowan junior (‘A Gorge curiosity the “Duchess Hut”’ 1927; ‘Improving reserves’ 

1928). The Duchess Hut, on the Cataract Walkway, and the Tree Hut, at the Cliff Grounds, can be viewed as 

a more durable version of the bark-roofed Crusoe Hut, Crows Nest and Alexandra Lookout huts of earlier 

days.

 

By 1935 the Tasmanian economy was recovering from the Great Depression, with primary products rising in 

value and the timber and building trades flourishing. Launceston underwent a building boom which the 

Cataract Gorge Reserve shared. Motor vehicle access was established to the Cliff Grounds, and a children’s 

swimming pool was constructed at First Basin in 1936 ( ‘New bathing pool’ 1936). Lawns were sown around 

the pool, and the rustic Shelter Shed, caretaker’s house and dressing sheds were built nearby to serve the 

pool (‘New beauty spot’ 1940).

 

Expansion of facilities and entertainments

Although entrance fees to the Gorge were abolished in 1945, prompting the demolition of the Toll House at 

Kings Bridge, the Council continued to invest in the Gorge in the post-war period (Johnson 2007b, p.273). In 

1950 a children’s playground was built beside the swimming pool at First Basin , and in 1951 the pool was 

enlarged to Olympic size (Johnson, 2007b, pp.271 and 274). Perception of the Gorge as a wild place 

diminished with its ‘taming’ by the 1955 Trevallyn Power Station, the reduced water flow becoming a 

touchstone for a burgeoning  Tasmanian environmental movement (Castles 1986, pp.51–52; Eldridge 1972, 

p.3). In 1969 more land was acquired along the northern side of Cataract Gorge, to provide ‘the opportunity 

to preserve the skyline and the cliff environments, along the length of the cataract’ (Launceston City Council 

1980, p.5).

 

The tradition of private tourism operators in the Gorge continued through the twentieth century. In 1969 the 

tradition of the annual Basin Concert at First Basin was established. This became one of the longest running 

outdoor concerts in Australia, continuing into the 1990s (Johnson 2007b, pp.269–70) and being resumed, 

after an interlude, in 2014.  The opening of the Chairlift in 1973, which was said to contain the longest single 

chairlift span in the world (Green 2006, p.26) and the restaurant at the Cliff Grounds also helped promote the 

Gorge and provide income to cover ongoing expenses (Launceston City Council 1980, p.2). Even older 

traditions, such as boating in the Gorge, were revived or renewed. In the 1970s paddle boats operated, 

followed by canoes for hire and various cruise vessels. In 1987 Alfons Bugler of Silvers Circus recalled the 

feat of Monsieur Vertelli and his prodigy Eugene 119 years earlier by crossing the 308-metre centre span 

with only a five-metre balancing pole for support (Johnson 2007b, p.274). In 1992 the first ‘grand illuminated 

display’ since 1886 was exhibited in recognition of Aboriginal custodianship of the place and to raise the 

profile of the arts. A two-hour ‘music and dance extravaganza’ followed, continuing the 20th-century tradition 

of musical events in the Gorge (Johnson, 2007b, pp.268–69).

 

Cataract Gorge in the 21st century

Twenty-first-century developments in the Cataract Gorge have invoked familiar themes. Water flow in the 

Cataract Gorge remained contentious, with reduced flow frequently being cited as a cause of siltation in the 

Tamar Estuary. Yet more water was released from the Trevallyn Dam for particular occasions , such as the 

spectacular rafting and canoeing events conducted in 2007 (Johnson 2007b, p.272). The inaugural Cataract 

Gorge Challenge multi-sport event, featuring road biking, mountain biking, running, kayaking and a rope 

element, was conducted in October 2013 (‘Klim takes Gorge plunge’ 2013). Errol Stewart’s 2013 proposal 

for a light railway up the Cataract Gorge excited similar spirited defences of the place’s natural beauty to 
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those which took place as early as 1844. In the following month a new cantilevered lookout was opened on 

the Duck Reach Walk as ‘a flagship tourism project’ offering a vista up and down the river (‘A new view for 

Cataract Gorge’ 2013). At the time of its opening, this was predicted to be particularly popular with those 

visiting the Gorge in times of flood, indulging in a long-standing Launceston custom (‘New jewel in Gorge 

crown’ 2014).

 

During more than a century of land clearing around Launceston for rural and urban development, the Gorge 

has retained its uniqueness as a reserve within 1.5 kilometres of the Launceston city centre (Launceston 

City Council 1989, p.11). Its history traces the development of agricultural and industrial endeavours; the 

harnessing of water as an energy source; artistic and recreational pursuits; the creation of a Victorian 

pleasure garden to increase tourism to the city; and environmental debates which to date have resulted in 

the community’s pride in their grand, natural reserve protecting the Gorge for present and future generations.
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Statement of 

Significance: 

(non-statutory 

summary)

The Cataract Gorge Reserve is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the 

historic evolution of Tasmanian industry, tourism, parks, recreational facilities and activities, social 

customs and events, architecture, art and photography. It is unique in a Tasmanian context as a 

relatively wild park, and is a rare Tasmanian example of a Victorian pleasure ground . It has the 

archaeological potential to yield information that would contribute to an understanding of 

nineteenth-century living and working conditions, water power and flour milling technology. The Cataract 

Walkway and Cliff Grounds demonstrate the characteristics of a Victorian pleasure ground , including 

late Victorian-Edwardian garden philosophy and design, while buildings at First Basin demonstrate the 

characteristics of the Modernist Movement. The Cataract Gorge Reserve retains a strong and special 

meaning for the Launceston and Tasmanian communities for its aesthetic qualities , natural and 

recreational values. It has served as a venue for cultural events and major community gatherings for 

more than a century.

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the 

Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:

Significance:

The Cataract Gorge Reserve is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the historic evolution 

of Tasmanian industry; namely tourism, parks, recreational facilities and activities, social customs and events, 

architecture, art, photography and environmentalism.  It has served as a venue for cultural events and major 

community gatherings for more than a century. The development of the Gorge ‘pleasure ground’ in the 1890s is a high 

point of municipal achievement which typified Launceston’s spirit of independence . The gradual progression of land 

acquisition over more than a century demonstrates the historical evolution of the Cataract Gorge Reserve, the Gorge’s 

value to past communities as a recreational space, and community attitudes and aesthetic developments towards 

land preservation and protection in the heart of the city.

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.a)

b)

The Cataract Gorge is of historic cultural heritage significance because it is unique in a Tasmanian and Australian 

context as a relatively wild park encompassing a white water river gorge reserve within a ten-minute walk of its central 

business district. The Cataract Gorge is also a rare example of a Victorian pleasure ground immediately adjacent to 

an Australian city. According to landscape architect Juliet Ramsay, Belmore Park in Goulburn, Machattie Park in 

Bathurst, Waring Gardens in Deniliquin and City Park in Launceston are the only other Australian examples of a 

Victorian pleasure ground. According to garden historian Gwenda Sheridan, the Cliff Grounds features Tasmania's 

only example of an area 'particularly reminiscent of a nineteenth century park, complete with tree exotics and bird life 

exotica'.

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.
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c)

Discreet portions of Cataract Gorge are thought to have archaeological evidence of pastoralism, domestic activity, 

flour milling and hydro electric power generation as outlined in Section 9 of Cataract Gorge Conservation Management 

Plan by GHD in 2008. The First Basin was the scene of early Launceston crop production, grazing and laundering. 

The footprint of former washermen’s huts at First Basin may still partly exist beneath the lawn at the end of the 

swimming pool. Like the various rock caves used for human habitation on Giants Grave and in Lobs Hole, it may 

contain archaeological deposits which would yield an understanding of nineteenth-century lives. Although the site has 

possibly been scoured by floods, the site of John Walker’s 1833 flour mill on the river beneath Giants Grave may 

potentially yield information about early flour milling. Remnants of the water race or flume used to bring water to this 

mill still exist. Along with the remains of the concrete and brick weir (aka Ritchies Dam), this water race or flume may 

potentially yield useful information about the technology of water power and early flour milling. Archaeological remains 

of structures and/or deposits associated with former uses of the site could potentially yield rare information on the 

location, layout and functions of the buildings, and are expected to contribute important information on our 

understanding of the history and development of early European Launceston. This potential is particularly important 

as the current level of knowledge of archaeology of Launceston, which could lead to a better understanding of 

Tasmania’s history, is poor. Additionally, any well preserved in-situ evidence of unidentified early nineteenth-century 

structures would yield original new information on uses of the site not captured in the written record.

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s 

history.

d)

The Cataract Walkway and Cliff Grounds together with their plantings and gardens demonstrate the development and 

characteristics of a Victorian pleasure ground, including late Victorian-Edwardian garden philosophy and design, 

primarily the influence of William Robinson and the slightly later Arts and Crafts Movement . Buildings such as the 

Caretaker’s Cottage feature Arts and Crafts characteristics like the use of a conspicuous roof , prominent gable verge, 

prominent eaves with bracket, contrasting colours and textures, and a tall chimney. The grounds at the First Basin 

demonstrate the Modernist Movement, with structures characterised by openness, angularity and curved lines. The 

important elements of the park are its pathways and lookouts; native bush; exotic plantings; water as a feature; 

architectural features such as the Band Rotunda; and the Alexandra Suspension Bridge. The use of local stone to 

create ‘rustic’ buildings and fences at First Basin echoes the earlier creation of ‘rustic’ pavilions and huts made of tree 

fern trunks and featuring roofs of thatched reeds or bark strips along the Cataract Walkway and at the Cliff Grounds .

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s 

history.

e)

No Data Recorded

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

f)

The Cataract Gorge Reserve is of historic cultural heritage significance because it has a strong and special meaning 

to the Launceston community and the Tasmanian community generally for its aesthetic qualities , and its natural, 

social and recreational values. Collectively these qualities and values create a specific identity and pride of place. The 

Gorge is an essential part of the character of Launceston.

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or 

spiritual reasons.

g) The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

Tasmania’s history.

The Cataract Gorge is of historic cultural heritage significance because of its special association with Tasmania’s first 

tourism body, the Launceston City and Suburbs Improvement Association, the work of Launceston Inspector of Public 

Buildings, HN Taylor; Launceston City Council Superintendent of Reserves, William McGowan senior; and Alexander 

North, a significant Tasmanian architect, who, like Taylor and McGowan, designed some of its structures. The 

Launceston City Council is responsible for much of the development of the Cataract Gorge Reserve and continues as 

custodian to appreciate and protect the social, economic and environmental values associated with this unique place.

h) The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

The aesthetic qualities of Cataract Gorge were noted by one of its first European visitors, William Collins, who wrote 

that ‘the beauty of the scene is probably not surpassed in the world’. Numerous artists and photographers, such as 

John Glover, William Skinner Prout, William Piguenit, William Cawston and Joshua Anson, were inspired by the 

beauty of the Cataract Gorge in its pre-development days. The aesthetic appreciation continues today, despite the 

Gorge being simultaneously both park and wild place. Images today reflect its introduced elements such as exotic 

plantings, pathways, swimming pool and suspension bridge as much as its white water, rugged landscape and native 

flora and fauna. The Gorge’s ‘wildness’ is all the more striking because of its setting within the city of Launceston and 

because of the road bridge spanning its north-eastern end. This bridge, with Ritchie’s Mill beside it and the city of 

Launceston in the background, forms part of one of Tasmania’s best-known views, captured time and time again by 

artists and photographers. Cataract Gorge is a key landmark in Tasmania, as closely associated with Launceston as 

Mount Wellington is with Hobart. The sound and sight of foaming wild water in the Cataract Gorge have thrilled visitors 

for two centuries, and the regular hush of the South Esk River through its rapids forms a backdrop to life in 

Launceston’s adjacent suburbs, which have easy access to its walking trails, vistas, sporting facilities and other 

recreational spaces.
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PLEASE NOTE This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the 

Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not 

intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage 

values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Point & Boundary Description

F

1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Cataract Gorge', 
    #11817 on the Tasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 is the whole of parcels FR 138467/1, 120905/1, 235401/1,
    120827/1, 167409/1, 120905/2, 152533/1, 152532/1, 243968/1 
    & the partial parcels of FR 130297/2, 234180/1,144179/1, 
    PID 2838376 and the South Esk River, the boundary of 
    which is marked by a heavy black line and described at right.
3. All boundaries are parcel boundaries unless otherwise described.
    Details of individual land parcel boundaries may be accessed
    through the Land Information System Tasmania (LIST).
4. For the purposes of S15(4)(6)(ii) of the Historical Cultural Heritage
    Act 1995, this plan replaces the reference to;
    3216/99, (R3476 pg 15) 3219/59 (R3394 pg 14).

FR 120905/1

FR 
120827/1 FR 243968/1

FR144179/1

FR152532/1

FR 234180/1

FR 234180/1

FR 142349/1

FR 142349/1

FR 138467/1
FR 130297/2

FR235401/1

FR167409/1

PID 2838376

FR 152533/1

130297/2

120905/2

FR235401/1

A.     NE corner of 120905/1.
B.     Intersection of SW corner of Kings Bridge &
        South bank of onshore water body.
C.     Corner node of 144179/1.
D.     Western most point of 137413/0.
D-E. Straight line.
E.     Corner node of Hill St road reserve.
F.     SE corner node of 144179/1.
G.    Corner node of 243968/1.
H.    SE corner of 152532/1.
I.      SE corner of 152533/1.
I-J.   Straight line.
J.     Southern corner node of 234180/1.
K.    Corner node of 234180/1.
K-L. Straight line.
L.     NW corner node of 138467/1.

B
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137413/0
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Precinct 1. Main Walk
1. Walkway
1.1 Caretakers Cottage
1.2 Duchess Hut
1.3 Toll House
1.4 Entrance Shelter
1.5 The Crows Nest
1.6 Crusoe Hut
1.7 Picnic Rock
1.8 Viewing Area #1

1.4

2.5

1.8

1.5 1.

1.6

4.9

1.2
1.7

1.3
1.1

3.4

3.2 3.2
3.3

4.10

4.6

4.3
4.1 4.5

4.4

3.1

6

5

2.7
2.8

2.11

2.6
2.1
2.92.2

2.4

2.3

Pecinct 2. Cliff Grounds
2.1 Band Rotunda
2.2 Tea Rooms
2.3 Fairy Dell
2.4 Tree Hut
2.5  Eagles Eyrie Lookout
2.6 Daffodil Walk
2.7 Alexandra Lookout
2.8 Cataract Lookout
2.9 Wishing Well
2.10 River Path & Foundations
2.11 Cliff Grounds Path
2.12 Tea Room Garages

Precinct 3. River Area
3.1 Alexandra Suspension Bridge
3.2 Weir (Richie's Dam)
3.3 John Walker's Flour Mill Site
3.4 Wooden Jetty Site
3.5 Middle & Top Weirs

2.12

3.5

3.5

2.10

4.2

4.7
4.11

4.12

Precinct 4. First Basin
4.1 Washermen's Huts
4.2 Native Gardens
4.3 Swimming Pool
4.4 Giants Grave Track
4.5 Caretaker's Cottage
4.6 Change Sheds
4.7 Bowen Elm Tree
4.8 Drinking Fountain (in storage)
4.9 Shelter Shed
4.10 Gully Paddock
4.11 Basin Kiosk
4.12 Pump Sheds

Precinct 5. Duck Reach Track
Precinct 6. Zig Zag Track
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